It’s time to act in Kansas.

**What’s at stake:**
- Kansas Democrats will have the most well-funded candidate of all time.
- Today, Republicans have a needlessly crowded field, led by Dr. Roger Marshall and Kris Kobach.
- Kobach is openly advocating for a crowded field. He knows he loses a 1-on-1 against Dr. Marshall, and that a crowded primary will result in the same thing as the 2018 Gov. race: Kobach wins the GOP nomination and loses the general election.
- If Republicans lose Kansas, we lose the Senate.

**What we can do:**
- Unite behind a proven Trump conservative who can win.
- Dr. Roger Marshall has raised 7x more than any other candidate in the race.
- Kansas has had a Senator from Marshall’s Big 1st District since 1948 (including Dole, Roberts, Moran).

If we unite NOW, we will win this primary, and wipe this race off the map for Chuck Schumer in November.

**Let’s not risk this in Kansas. There’s too much at stake. The choice is clear.**
Roger Marshall $2,096,747

- Kris Kobach: $589,833
- Susan Wagle: $452,250
- Dave Lindstrom: $406,236
- Bob Hamilton: $156,050